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that the relation to the object is his superior, differentiated
function to which abstract thinking and feeling arc just
as much opposed as they are indispensable to the intro-
vert, The thinking of the extraverted feeling type is just
as prejudicially affected by the sensuous instinct as is the
feeling of the introverted thinking type, For both it
means extreme "limitation)J to the material and casuistical
Living through the object has also its " unfettered wander-
ing in the infinite", and not abstraction alone, as Schiller
thinks.
By means of this exclusion of sensuousness from the
idea and range of the'person', Schiller is able to arrive
at the view that the person is t( absolute and indivisible
unity, which can never be in contradiction with itself,"
This unity is a desideratum of the intellect, which would
fain maintain its subject in the most ideal integrity;
hence as the superior function it must exclude the
sensuous or relatively inferior function, Hut the final
result of this is that crippling of the human being which
is the very motive and starting-point of Schiller's quest
Since, for Schiller, feeling has the quality of" feeling-
sensation" and is therefore merely casuistical, the supreme
value, a really eternal value, is given to formative thought,
the so-called "formative instinct1'1, as Schiller calls it:
"But when thought has once affirmed T/iu is, # is
decided for all time, and the validity of its pronouncement
is vouched for by fas personality itself, which o/m defiance
to all change" (p. 59). But one cannot refrain from asking:
Does the meaning and value of personality really reside
only in what is constant and permanent? Can it not be
that change, becoming and development, represent wan
higher values than sheer "defiance" against change?*
1 "Formative instinct" is equivalent to "thinking faculty^ ior
Schiller.	°	J Vl
8 Schiller himself criticizes this point later,

